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                                  Media Tarts at Pretty Creek 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Club Officers 

President  Carole Weekes      49546108   Contact Officer Coral Morgan                 49578474 
Vice President   Garry Hendicott      49440236   Walks Coordinator Coral Morgan                 49578474 
Secretary  Coral Morgan          49578474  Assist Walks Coordinator  Frances Eiteneur 49576028 
Treasurer  Michelle Dartnell 0428552603  Newsletter Editor Jenny Wooding              49440236 
Safety Officer Vacant     Publicity Officer Vacant 
Equipment Officer Garry Hendicott       49440236       

 

  

Future Events 
Owen’s  Creek …………………………………….………………………….………..........…8th May 

Roberts Lost Falls……………………………………………………….….……..…..……  15th May 

General Meeting……………………………….…………………………….….……......…..18th May      

Mt Britton Camp ……………………………………………………………..….……21st & 22nd May 

Freshwater Point……………………………………………………………….……………..29th May 

 

The Message Stick 
May 2016 

 
Mackay Bushwalkers’ Club Inc. PO Box 1313, Mackay, 4740 

Web: http://www.mackay.bwq.org.au  
Email: mackaybushwalkers@dodo.com.au 
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Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks 

 
Owen’s Creek 

Sunday 8th May 
  
  
Leader: Frances Eiteneuer  4957 
6028 
Depart: 7:00am 
Journey: 135kms $13.50 
Map Ref: Mirani  760286 
Grade: M87 
  
Estimated walking:  5 hours  Total of all 
uphill sections:  280m Pace: 
average  Terrain: very uneven terrain 
Vegetation: rain forest  Expect: mostly rock 
hopping, scrambles, swimming holes. 
  

Owens Creek is about 14km north west of 
Garget. It is a most interesting creek 
meandering through rain forest. 
Although this is a reasonably easy walk, it is 
only suitable for walkers who are confident 
rock hoppers.  We are sure to encounter 
some wait-a-while, so come prepared. 
If numbers permit, we may split into two 
groups, a fast group and a slow group.  
   

Robert's Lost Falls 
Sunday 15th May 

 
Leader: Coral Morgan   49578474 
Depart: 7:00am 
Journey: 200km $20.00 
Map Ref: Mirani 643687 
Grade: S64 

From the Editor 
April has been quite a busy month. The Easter Camp out at Mt Britton was well attended with a couple of interesting 
walks. Garry and I managed to get some mountain biking in as well and Tim enjoyed exploring Mt Britton and Sydney 
Heads. 
Enjoy the month everyone. 
 

Key to Walks Grading System 
Distance   Terrain     Terrain 

 
S = short – under 5km 1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub  1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners 
M = medium – 5-10km 4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,  4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required 
L = long – over 10km Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling 8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only  
                                               8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock 
                                               Scrambling using hands, technical 

All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before 
undertaking your walk. 

Items for the next newsletter should 
be sent to 

jennywooding@dodo.com.au 
prior to 25th May 
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Estimated walking: 6 hours Total of all uphill 
sections: 280m Pace: slow to average Terrain: 
very uneven, some sharp steep slopes 
Vegetation: rainforest Expect: leeches. 
From the top of the range we drive to a point 
towards the end of Dalrymple Road to park the 
cars. Here we walk through the forest and 
follow small creeks down to the top of the falls. 
These falls tumble more than 1000 feet on this 
top branch of Cattle Creek. We only get to see 
the very top of the falls with a rope-assisted 
descent.  
 
Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm 

Wednesday 18th May 
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and 
Community Support Association Centre 60 
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and 
visitors welcome. Induction TBA 
 

The Bluff 
Saturday 21st May 

Leader:  Lyall Ford 0400772278 
Depart:  7am 
Location: Near Mt Britton township (Mirani 
610342) 
Journey: 240Km $24 
Grade: M74 
Estimated Walking Time: 5 hours Uphill 
Sections: 250m Pace: slow to average 
Vegetation: open forest with prickly bushes 
and some vines Terrain: uneven steep slopes 
– last bit very steep with some loose rocks. 
This prominent feature behind the township 
offers stunning views of the Cliffs and Sydney 
Heads and surrounds, as the top is clear and 
rocky. No water available along walk. Please 
phone Lyall (or Coral 49578474) by Thursday 
19th. Note there will be an option to do a car 

based camp Saturday night and join the Mt 
Britton Walk on Sunday. 
 
 

Mt Britton 
Sunday 22nd May 

Leader: Coral Morgan 49578474 – notify by 
Thursday 19/5 
Depart: From town at 6am and meet campers, 
or camp at Township or Lyall’s place Saturday. 
Town coordinator to be decided 
Location: Mirani 615251 
Journey: 240km  $24 
Grade: M74 
Estimated Walking time: 7 hours Total of 
uphill sections: 420ms: Pace: slow to average 
Terrain: very uneven, some steep slopes and 
loose rocks Vegetation: could be spear grass, 
dry rainforest in creek with grasstrees and 
small shrubs on top. 
It is quite a few years since the club has visited 
this mountain which offers vistas of the whole 
spectacular Homevale area. The route taken 
will not be treacherous. It will be via the natural 
arch and then drop down again and follow a 
gully up until it is reasonable to ascend the 
mountain at a point where there are no cliffs. It 
is IMPORTANT that you book by Thursday and 
advise if you are camping Saturday or coming 
out on Sunday. Also we will need 4WDs for the 
last section off Mt Adder Rd. If necessary, 
people will be ferried. 
 

Freshwater Point 
Sunday 29th May 

Leader: Penny McMahon 4951 4287 
Please phone leader for more information 
regarding this walk. 

 

 
Previous Activities 

 
Easter Camp 

 
 

                               
The Queen of Boggle 
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Some photos taken on the Easter Saturday walk to “The Comb”. 

 
 

Eimeo Creek to Reliance Creek 
Sunday 3rd April, 2016. 

 
Blue skies, fluffy clouds and bright sunshine.  A perfect day for a 17 km beach walk.  Eight walkers:  

Maureen, Elaine, Edie, Carol, Frances, Daphne, Clive and Therese. 

We started at Eimeo Creek and walked through the park in the shade of 

the trees.  Heard lots of birds and admired the black cockatoos with their 

bright, orange tails. 

We were late meeting Paul at the steps to the beach so we called in to 

see him.  When we ran out of bush track, we wandered onto the beach.  

The tide was way out. 

 Morning tea was under the big, shady trees of 

the park where Paul joined us for a while.    

The final leg to Reliance Creek allowed us to 

admire great views of Mount Blackwood, Mount 

Jukes, Smith’s Pinnacle and Cape Hillsborough.  

It was too hot to have lunch at the creek, so we 

headed back until we found a shady spot. 

The last leg to Eimeo Creek is always hard – sore feet, sun 

beating down and pushing against the wind. There were 

distractions: two horses on the beach, thousands of soldier crabs 

and the “Old Boys” on their surf mobiles. 

Thanks to Daphne for organising a great day.   

Therese 

 
 

Table Tennis Social 
Tuesday 5th April 

 
Thanks Coral for organising the table tennis social. It was well attended and all participants had a great 
time. There was a huge variation in skill level, some club members proved to be capable players where 
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as I was happy to just hit the ball and if it went anywhere near the table it was a real bonus. The 
evening began with most of us playing singles matches or at least hitting out. As time went on most 
joined with other players for doubles matches/hit outs. We played for a good 2 hours solid and felt 
weary towards the end but a lot of laughs were had through the course of the evening. 
I for one will be turning up again if we are able next school holidays. It’s a shame none of us had a 
camera to capture Bushwalkers in action at the tables. 
Jenny 
 

St Lawrence Wetlands Weekend 
8th -10th April 

 
Six of us, Penny, Frances, Elaine, Bryan, Peter and I, 
ventured to St Lawrence for the annual Wetland Weekend 
organised by Issac Regional Council. Whilst the weather was 
good and the food and the company were great, overall 
numbers attending were down on those of previous years. 
 
Well regarded Rockhampton Ecologist John McCabe led a 
small group on an eco walk come bird watching tour on both 
the Saturday and 
Sunday mornings 

where he also displayed his wealth of knowledge referring to 
many of the plants by their common name as well as by their 
botanical one. 

 
Checking through the 
bird list of 62 species 
compiled over the 
weekend there were 
no real surprises I thought. The Striated Heron, Australian 
Bustard, Latham’s Snipe and Red winged parrot sightings 
would be the stand outs. A black swan seen sitting on a nest 
on a small island a month ago was still there and stayed 
there for the entire time. Early on both mornings we’d all 
stroll the paths around the wetland before the scheduled 
8am guided walk and on both occasions there were a flock 
of Whiskered Terns flying low over the water as if feeding on 

insects, at times their beaks would break the surface of the water. 
 
The outdoor showing of “Finding Nemo” on Friday 
evening brought back memories and the Bushman’s 
Dinner on Saturday night was a highlight. Other 
items included an interesting talk about turtle 
nesting. 
 
The weekend was more of a birdwatching weekend 
than a bushwalking one for us and we all enjoyed it. 
Coral 
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Kangaroo Creek 
10TH April, 2016. 

 
A group of 6 met at Marian School, with Kate to be picked up at Calen on the way to Cathu. 
The road was rough, with sections that required some negotiating. Good fun- says the men!  We drove 
until we had to stop for the tree across the road. 
It was a beautiful morning and Cathu presented that lush green setting for us to enjoy as we walked 
down to Kangaroo Creek. A nice flow of water surrounded us as we made our way to the old bridge 
concrete supports for smoko – our first waterfall for the day!! From here Pete took a few on a high bush 
track while a few chose to do the rock descent-meeting downstream a bit. As we made our way it was 
decided that Wendy and Therese would make their own pace and we would pick them up on the way 

back. 
We clambered up and over, down and around-
stopping to take gorgeous pickies of all these 
waterfalls!! The biggest waterfall, which is a drop 
straight down, had to be descended via the bush 
with no clear entry point. So up and over testing our 
hanging on skills, we then had the perfect shoe 
surfing conditions- fine soil covered with leaf mulch! 
Then we came to the most 
beautiful setting of a 
cascading waterfall in one 

picture! Kate was straight in for a swim. The rest ate and then swam. Pete and 
Ken enjoyed there waterfall massage! Michelle and I had to take a bit of 
coaxing into the freezing water. A somewhat quick dip!!! 
I have to say this Creek is quite mesmerising-giving you this want to see what 
more it has to offer feeling!! But time to get back to the girls – so we begin the 
climb out. We saw some spectacular coloured moths and butterflies, lots of 
little lizards. Some were well photographed with a team effort! Pete did well to 
soften his fall down a crevasse. His shoes burned rubber and his hips will 

probably bruise!  
The girls had timed it perfectly to 
be at the bridge area, where Kate and Michelle managed 
a quick dip again- freezing!! Michelle said her toes were 
being nibbled at here!! 

 
So back to the cars then a quick stop at the 
lookout for a spectacular view to top off the day. 
Cathus’ pine forests certainly got hammered in 
the Ului Cyclone, and they have done a 
wonderful job clearing the fallen wood. There are 
still more stacks to be burned. I did miss the pine 
forest on the drive in!   
Great Day Thanks Pete!!!   
 Di. 
 

Lineel Falls/Pretty Creek Loop 
Sunday 17th April 

 
As it turned out we didn’t complete the loop as planned on this walk due to adverse weather conditions. 
We did however have a fun day of exploration. 
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8 of us set off on the Western trail and although it 
was not raining, the undergrowth was very wet. 
Needless to say there was an army of leeches 
waiting for us and pounced at every opportunity. 
Various repellents were tried and used throughout 
the day but no one escaped without blood leaking 
from several places at least. We soon headed off 
the trail and down the ridge which would take us to 
the junction of Pretty Creek and the creek the falls 
are on. I actually nailed it and we came out of the 
bush smack bang at the creek junction.  
From here we headed downstream of Pretty Creek 

and this was the first time for most of us although Penny had been there some years ago. We were 
very impressed with this section of the creek and soon came to a magnificent swimming hole although 
none of us felt the urge to have a dip. Just past it was a lovely waterfall and we continued on along the 
rocky bank. Several crossings had to be made and after the first one we all ended up wading through 
the water at where we thought it was shallowest. It was deceiving though and several of us ended up in 
deeper water than intended. 

 
We continued on down the creek for an hour or 
so and just past the junction with yet another 
creek we came across a huge tree which had 
fallen right across Pretty Creek. Most of donned 
our media tart faces and walked/crawled out on 
to the tree for a photo shoot. We just couldn’t 
miss an opportunity like that. Although it looked 
very inviting to continue on down the creek, time 
was marching on so we retraced our steps to the 
first junction and went on to Lineel Falls for lunch. 
Once again we waded across the creek to sit on 

a large rock to admire the falls. Just as lunch boxes were being opened it began to rain lightly. Not to 
be deterred from our food we continued to munch on when the downpour began in earnest. Raincoats 
were donned and the decision was made to abandon the afternoon section of the walk. With the rain 
falling it would be just too wet and slippery to make our way up Pretty Creek through the micro gorges. 
 
We retraced our steps up the ridge we had come 
down from in the morning, back to the Western trail 
and then out to the cars. The leeches were 
delighted with the rain and ramped up their efforts 
and were ruthless with their attacks. They must 
have been disappointed there was only 8 of us to 
feast upon. What a sorry, blood spattered, 
bedraggled bunch we were when we arrived back at 
the cars around 2.30. Changing our clothes in the 
rain was an interesting experience. 5 of us went on 
to the Chalet for a coffee and sitting at the table 
inside we were still picking leeches off. Several crawled out of the back of the car to attack on our 
return to Mackay. 
 
Thanks to everyone who came along – I really enjoyed the day. 
Jenny 
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Bushwalking and 4WD adventure to Denham Range 
 Sunday 24th April 2016 

Four of our bushwalkers, Coral, Frances, Penny and Myself ventured up the Valley to Eungella and out 

along the Eungella Dam road towards Cockies’ Creek Road. We turned down along this track through 

the Crediton State Forest in my trusty old Rodeo. Nice and steady to avoid as much as possible 

collecting large stones and bottoming out in the creek crossings without causing any damage. Our 

objective was to reach the Denham Range Campsite then head off towards “Little Beauty” hill and walk 

out to The Stalk.  

We made reasonable time to the Denham Range, about three hours 

from Marian, with a few stops en route to check out the water tank 

at the junction of Upper River Road / Rainforest Ridge trail with 

Cockies Creek road. Our leaders were disappointed with the access 

as the area was overgrown and any poor unsuspecting walker might 

find it hard to find the trail if travelling from Denham Range. This 

tank however had water in it, but others coming up from Moonlight 

Dam at the southern end of the Great Walk reported that tank was 

empty.  

The junction on the road with the track heading down range to 

Captain’s Crossing has a gate posted with a large Road Closed sign 

on it.  It would seem that some adventurers have left this gate open 

and gone down the range contrary to Dept. of National Parks advice that landholders are not allowing 

thoroughfare. Apparently this track is quite treacherous nowadays. We progressed along the Great 

Walk route to the Denham Range campsite to find a great site and water tank and latrine. Great views 

of the land South towards Mt Fort Cooper and west to Hail Creek Mine could be appreciated.  

We met up with some Adventure Bikers and discussed their routes they had taken this day and they 

seemed keen to ask us about any other trails we had explored and especially about Cathu State 

Forest. I could only admire their cycles as they would have made their adventures a real pleasure if not 

a greater thrill.  

We decided to go looking for the trail to Little Beauty, so 

as to walk out from there to The Stalk. However, after 

following a defined trail for quite some distance, we 

couldn’t find the fence leading to Little Beauty. Seems 

there was a fire through that area and we only saw 

remnants of a bulldozed fence line odd star piquets and 

tangled barbed wire, The road had been dozed wide in 

some areas and grassed over since the fire. Familiar 

landmarks evaded us and since we didn’t have trail 

coordinates from a previous walk to The Stalk we were 

just guessing. About turn to Denham Range and the walking trail where it heads down the escarpment 

to Moonlight Dam. We had our lunch and were finally fortunate to see through the trees a direct line of 

sight to The Stalk. While on the dinner camp we were joined by Garry and Jenny who were walking 

north to the campsite from Moonlight Dam. We timed that rendezvous perfectly.  

Some more encounters with Four Wheel Drivers up there who gave us some clues to the trails about 

that area. We decided to start our return trip and made good time again, along a track that would have 

been chicken feed for most travellers. I kept asking our passengers to keep an eye out for obstacles 

and quizzing them which way when encountering water hazards, Left, Right or charge straight through. 

Preservation was high on the agenda, so we snuck through with caution, hahaha. 
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Our team this day didn’t have much walking to do but 

enjoyed the views and the occasional wildflower 

species and especially a large cluster of Elkhorn 

cradled in a large tree. I must say the large trees in 

this part of the Crediton Forest are magnificent 

specimens. Coral has earmarked more area she 

wants to explore on future “walks”, or should I say 

4WD adventure. I think I got a hint about camping, 

backpacking for some days there. 

An enjoyable day, none the less and the 4WD driving 

was a pleasure. Thank you to all who participated.   

Regards Bryan 

 

 
Cut Creek 

 
This stunning photo of Cut Creek was emailed to us by keen amateur photographer, Sheree Klaproth. 
She had been looking through our old newsletters and saw the photo taken when we were there and 
the creek and falls were dry. The Falls look magnificent when they are flowing and I for one will be keen 
to check them out next wet season. 
Thanks so much Sheree for sending the photo to us. 
 

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

This is how the same “falls” looked when we were there. 
 
 
 
 


